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Abstract 
Hiihne, M., On the power of several queues, Theoretical Computer Science 113 (1993) 75-91. 
We present almost matching upper and lower time bounds for the simulation of Turing machines 
with many queues, tapes, or stacks on Turing machines with few queues. In particular, the power of 
two queues in comparison with other storage types is clarified. We show that r(n)-time-bounded 
multistorage Turing machines can be simulated in time O(t(n)l+lik) on k-queue machines. Every 
online simulation of k+ 1 queues (or of two tapes) on k queues requires time fl(t(r~)““~/poly- 
log t(n)). The lower bounds are based on Kolmogorov complexity. 
1. Introduction 
Simulations of different types of TMs among each other have beeen studied 
extensively. In particular, Li, Longprl and VitQnyi [14] study “the power of the 
queue”. However, their considerations are restricted to machines with one queue 
(excepting their simulation by two nondeterministic queues; see Section 1.3). 
1.1. Model 
In this paper we consider the efficiency of deterministic Turing machines accessing 
some queues. A queue is a “first-in/first-out” list, i.e. stored symbols may be removed 
only at the front end of the queue and new symbols may be appended only at the rear. 
(In contrast, a stack is a “first-in/last-out” list, in which the symbols are appended and 
removed at the same end.) A queue may be viewed as a Turing tape with two heads 
which cannot move to the left. We use the following notation: A kQ-TM (kT-TM, 
kPD-TM) is a deterministic Turing machine accessing k queues (k tapes, k stacks). 
We are interested in the input/output behaviour of the machines. Let sFE{read, 
write 0, write l>* be the sequence of input/output operations performed by M on 
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input x. We say that M’ simulates M online if sf = SF’ holds for each input x. A similar 
definition was first used by Hennie [ 111. It captures the idea that an external observer 
watching only the input and the output tape of the machines cannot distinguish 
M from its simulation by M’. 
When specifying the time bound of the simulating machine, we always assume that 
the simulated machine is t(n)-time-bounded. 
1.2. Results 
We study simulations by 2Q-TMs and, more generally, by kQ-TMs. The machines 
simulated encompass TMs with more queues, stacks and tapes. The results differ 
significantly from what is known about tapes. 
So far, the upper bound for simulations on 2Q-TMs has been O(t(n)2). We improve 
this and show (almost) optimal upper bounds. Moreover, we show how to make use of 
more than two queues in order to simulate faster. We show how to simulate tapes and 
stacks on multiqueue machines. 
In principle, our upper bounds hold for simulations between machines with any 
reasonable input/output convention. For simplicity, we assume that the TMs have 
a separate input tape and that the queues are initially empty. The lower bounds hold 
for online simulations. The concept of online simulation is discussed in Section 2. 
We show that any LQ-TM can be simulated by a 2Q-TM in time O(t(n)312). The 
construction is carried over to the simulation of multitape machines. It is not known 
whether simulations on three, four, . . . tapes are more efficient than those on two 
tapes. We show that queue machines can use additional queues to accelerate the 
simulation: kQ-TMs can simulate multistorage TMs in time O(t(n)' + lik). These 
results are presented in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we show that these upper bounds are nearly tight. In particular, 
we show that simulating a (k+ l)Q-TM online on a kQ-TM requires 
Cl(t(n)$‘m) time. A similar result holds for the online simulation of multi- 
tape and multistack TMs on kQ-TMs. The online simulation of two tapes on 
a kQ-TM requires Q(t(n)m/(log t(n)) 1 + 2/k) time. Proving lower bounds for classi- 
cal simulations remains an open problem. 
In the last section we collect results on simulations on hybrid TMs. 
1.3. History 
Rabin was the first one to compare the efficiency of TMs with different numbers of 
tapes. He showed [23] that there is no real-time (i.e. online, no time loss) simulation of 
2T-TMs on T-TMs. The O(t(n)2) time simulation of multitape TMs on T-TMs by 
Hartmanis and Stearns [9] turned out to be optimal for machines without input tape 
[lo]. Later Maass [17] showed that this optimality result holds even for TMs with an 
additional one-way input tape (see also [15, footnote 11). 
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By presenting an O(t(n)log t(n))-time-bounded simulation of multitape TMs on 
2T-TMs, Hennie and Stearns [12] turned the negative essence of these results: 
“T-TMs are not always efficient” to the better: “2T-TMs are efficient.” This raised the 
problem to separate 2T-TMs from 3T-TMs or, more generally, kT-TMs from 
(k + 1) T-TMs. Aanderaa [l] proved that there is no real-time simulation of (k + 1) T- 
TMs by kT-TMs. His proof was simplified by Paul et al. [21] using Kolmogorov 
complexity. In [20] Paul gave an explicit lower bound: Every online simulation 
requires time R(t(n) “+ym. BuriS et al. [S] established the same lower bound 
for the online simulation of kT-TMs by kPD-TMs. The common underlying structure 
of these results was analyzed by Paturi et al. [19]. 
Thus, we know that for some problems (k+ l)T-TMs are more efficient than 
kT-TMs. But if we want to compare the efficiency of simulations of multitape Turing 
machines on (k+ 1) T-TMs to the efficiency of simulations of multitape TMs on 
kT-TMs, we realize that our knowledge is rather limited for k 2 2: Neither do we know 
how to make use of the extra tape of the (k + 1) T-TM to simulate more efficiently than 
on kT-TMs. Nor do the known lower bounds exclude the possibility that such 
simulations exist. 
Shepherdson and Sturgis [24] examined queue machines from the viewpoint of the 
theory of recursive functions. They showed that already one queue suffices to compute 
any partial recursive function. The languages accepted by restricted versions of queue 
machines, namely queue machines working in real time, were examined in the context 
of formal languages and automata theory [25,4, 5, 21. 
Research on the efficiency of the storage-structure queue was initiated by Vitanyi. 
In a series of papers he, Li and Longpre compared the efficiency of T-TMs with 
Q-TMs and of kQ-TMs with Q-TMs, both in the deterministic and in the nondeter- 
ministic case. The following lower bounds taken from their joint paper [14] hold for 
TMs with one-way input tape. The simulation of Q-TMs on T-TMs requires n(t(n)‘) 
time and the simulation of T-TMs on Q-TMs requires n(t(n)413/logt(n)) time. The 
simulation of kQ-TMs by Q-TMs requires 0(r(n)2) time in the deterministic case and 
n(t(n)‘/(log2 t(n) loglogt(n)) time in the nondeterministic case. O(t(n)2) is an upper 
bound for all these simulations. As on tapes, there is a linear-time simulation of 
multiqueue TMs on two nondeterministic queues. These authors left the missing case 
of deterministic simulation of kQ-TMs on 2Q-TMs as an open problem. 
2. Online simulations 
A machine M’ simulates another machine M if it mimics the computation of M in 
a way. According to the classical interpretation, M’ has to compute the same function 
as M. Thus, statements regarding upper and lower bounds on simulations w.r.t. this 
interpretation correspond to statements regarding complexity classes. But the classi- 
cal interpretation has at least two drawbacks. It is too general in that it does not take 
into account the algorithm employed by M and M’: If M sorts by means of quicksort 
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and M’ sorts by means of heapsort, this is considered a simulation. Moreover, up to 
now, there are no lower bounds for classical simulations on powerful TMs: All known 
lower bounds for simulations on machines accessing more than one tape, more than 
two stacks, or multidimensional or tree tapes apply to the narrower concept of online 
simulation. On the other hand, all known upper time bounds for simulations between 
deterministic machines with different storage types apply to classical simulations as 
well as to online simulations. 
In the literature there are two variations of the concept “online simulation”. The 
first one, which is used most commonly [ll, 21,20, 8, 191, applies only to a restricted 
class of machines, namely transducers. These machines, also known as online TMs, 
print the ith output before reading the (i+ 1)st input. (Throughout this section, we 
assume that all machines have a separate input and a separate output tape.) 
Definition 2.1. Let M and M’ be TMs. M’ simulates M online iff both machines are 
online TMs and compute the same function. 
Our lower bounds are based on another definition of online simulations which has 
already been used by Pippenger and Fischer [22] and which does not restrict the class 
of machines but restricts the class of simulations. According to this interpretation, the 
online-simulating machine has to follow the course of the computation of M more 
carefully than in a classical simulation: The simulation has to preserve the sequence of 
read, write, move-left and move-right operations performed on the input and output 
tape. Thus, besides computing the same function, M and M’ proceed in the same way. 
This means that an external observer (without a clock) watching both tapes cannot 
distinguish M’ from M. In a classical simulation the observer is allowed to examine 
the tapes only at the end of the computation. 
Definition 2.2. Let M and M’ be TMs. M’ simulates M online iff for all inputs x both 
machines perform the same sequence of operations on their input and output tape. 
To prove lower bounds on online simulations, Definition 2.2 seems more appropri- 
ate than Definition 2.1 since in this case we are not restricted to online machines when 
constructing a machine which is hard to simulate. In what follows, we show that upper 
and lower time bounds for online simulations hold irrespective of the underlying 
definition. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X-TM and Y-TM be machine classes. The following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) For any online X-TM M with time complexity t(n), there is an O(f(t(n)))- 
time-bounded Y-TM M’ simulating M online w.r.t. Definition 2.1. 
(2) For any X-TM M with time complexity t(n), there is an O(f (t(n)))-time-bounded 
Y-TM M’ simulating M online w.r.t. Definition 2.2. 
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Proof. (2)=x(l): Let M’ be a Y-TM simulating an online X-TM M w.r.t. Definition 2.2. 
Thus, M’ performs the same sequence of operations on its input and output tape as M, 
which moves the input and the output head by turns, i.e. M’ is also an online TM. 
Moreover, it prints the same symbols on its output tape. Thus, M’ simulates M online 
w.r.t. Definition 2.1. 
(l)+(2): Let M be a t(n)-time-bounded X-TM (see Fig. 1). For each t(n)-time- 
bounded online X-TM n;i, there is an O(f(t(n)))-time-bounded online Y-TM I’$’ 
computing the same function. In what follows, we construct an O(f(t(n)))-time- 
bounded Y-TM M’ which, for all inputs x, performs the same sequence of operations 
on the input and output tape as M. 
Have a look at M on input x, 1 x I= n. After accessing the state, the input tape, and 
the storage X, the control unit of M enters a new state, writes on the output tape and 
the storage X, and moves its heads. If we separate the component of the control unit, 
which manages the access to the storage X, the machine M looks as shown in Fig. 2. 
The component managing the access to X corresponds to a machine n?. The input 
for n;i consists of commands to be performed on X, i.e. read, write and move 
commands. Upon each command, k returns the contents of a cell or an OK-message. 
Thus, n;i is an online machine the input and output tape of which has been replaced by 
channels which are connected with the other parts of the control unit. It receives at 
most t(n) inputs and works without loss of time. 
output 1-j I 
Fig. 1. 
Input 
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Now we replace the online X-TM n;i by an online Y-TM A?’ which simulates n;i. 
We denote the resulting machine by M’ (Fig. 3). Since the program of M (which is 
a part of M’) cannot distinguish a’ from IL?, the Y-TM M’ performs the same 
sequence of operations on the input and output tape as M. Owing to the time 
complexity of k’, the simulating machine is (t(n)+O(f(t(n))))=O(S(t(n)))-time- 
bounded. 0 
Corollary 2.4. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) There is a t(n)-time-bounded online X-TM M such that every Y-TM M’ simula- 
ting M online w.r.t. Definition 2.1 requires time n(f (t(n))). 
(2) There is a t(n)-time bounded X-TM M such that every Y-TM M’ simulating 
M online w.r.t. Definition 2.2 requires time sZ(f (t(n))). 
Proof. Essentially negate both statements of Theorem 2.3. 0 
3. Upper bounds 
In this section we show how to simulate any fixed number of storages, i.e. tapes, 
stacks, and/or queues, efficiently on any small number of queues. By presenting an 
0(t(n)3’2)-time-bounded simulation of k on two queues, we solve the open problem 
posed in [ 14, end of Section 4.11. Afterwards, we extend this result to the simulation of 
stacks and tapes. Moreover, we demonstrate how to simulate faster if the simulating 
machine accesses more than two queues. 
Theorem 3.1. Any t(n)-time-bounded kQ-TM M can be simulated by an O(t(n)Jt(n))- 
time-bounded 2Q-TM M’. 
Proof. M stores its data in its queues Qi, .., Qk. We will describe how M’ performs 
the read and write requests of M by means of its queues Q; and Q;. The simulation is 
Input 
M’: 
output 
I 
Controlunit of M’ 
Program of 
Read-, write-, and _ 
move-commands 
E&et? M 0 _Replies 
I 
I 
Storage 
. structure 
Y 
Fig. 3. 
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step by step. When M appends a symbol to queue Qi, this symbol will not be read 
before 1 Qi 1 steps have passed. (If we consider a fixed TM on fixed input at a fixed step, 
we often identify a storage of the TM with its present contents, i.e. IQil denotes the 
length of the ith queue at some step.) Therefore, first of all, we aim to a rapid access to 
the elements at the front of Qi. 
To this end, we split the simulation into blocks. At the beginning of a block, the first 
elements of each M-queue are stored in Q;. To handle read requests, the whole 
contents of Q; is inspected. Elements which are to be appended to an M-queue are 
appended to Q;, which stores the elements located at the rear of M-queues. The block 
ends if there is a Qi such that the first element of Qi is stored in Q;. In this case, M’ 
performs a time-consuming cleanup of its queues which reallocates the data to 
guarantee fast access to the front of the queues. 
Let C be the queue alphabet of M. Let C’:={ w, I}i,{ai,cii,-i,‘ilUEC, i=l, . . . . k} 
be the queue alphabet of M’ and hi : C’* -+ C*, i= 1,. . . , k, be the homomorphism 
induced by hi(x):=a if x =ai, and hi(X):=& otherwise. 
Now we are able to describe how M’ stores the elements of M. Consider the contents 
of Qi before M-step t. Before the simulation of this step, the following invariant (I) holds: 
l Q; stores a unary counter y, represented by L$ J --characters and the first 
nidy, elements of each Qi, i= 1, . . . . k, followed by di i-dummies -i. 
l Q; stores a unary counter countdown of length (Ld]+ 1)2-t - 1 and the remain- 
der of Qi, i= 1, . . . . k. 
l hi(Q;Q;)=Qi, i=l, . . ..k. 
Note that if Q; stores an i-dummy then Q; stores no element of Qi. Just after the 
termination of a cleanup phase we have ni=min(yi, IQil) and di=yi --ni. 
Thus, Q; has length O(d) and M’ may look for (or delete, replace, or insert) 
elements in Q; in time O(d) through rotation: Append the end-of-queue character 
I at the rear of Q’, . Repeatedly delete the first element of Q; and append it to its rear 
until the point of lookup (deletion, replacement, or insertion) is reached. Perform the 
desired operation. Copy the front of Q; to its rear till I has been read. 
To meet the time bound, M’ tries to manage the operations of M solely by rotating 
Q; and by writing at the rear of Q;: 
To perform a read request in Qi, M’ rotates Q; until it reaches the first element Ui. 
There are three cases: (1) If there is no such element, then at least y, - 1 M-steps have 
been simulated since the last cleanup. Thus, this does not happen too often. Maybe 
there are elements of Qi in Q;. So M’ executes a cleanup phase in preparation to try 
the request again. (2) If Ui is the i-dummy -i then Qi is empty. (3) Otherwise, a is the 
front element of Qi which is to be deleted. If in this case Q; stores an i-dummy, M’ 
inserts another i-dummy in front of the first i-dummy. 
To write the element a in Qi, M’ looks for the first i-dummy stored in Q; and 
replaces it by ai. If no such dummy exists, Ui is appended at the rear of Q;. 
The example shown in Table 1 illustrates the simulation of a 3Q-TM by a 2Q-TM. 
The table lists the contents of the queues Qi (Q:) before executing (simulating) step t. 
Cleanups are performed during steps 3, 4, 6, and 8. 
t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
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Table 1 
Example 
a 1 r - a1 12r3 
ab 12 rs al lZr3b122s3 
abc 23 rst -- a,r3 - - - - b,2Zs3c132t3 
abed 34 rstu - - alr,bls332 - - - c, t3dl 4zu3 
abcde 45 rstuv - - alr,bls, - - clt3d142u3e15Zv3 
bcdef 56 rstuvw - - r3blsJcISZ - t3dlu3elv~.f16~w~ 
cdefg 6 rstuvwx - -r3s3cI tduevf6wgx 3131312313 
defgh 7 rstuvwxy - - 5 r3s3dle172-2 - - - - - -t3u3v3fiw3g,xzhly3 
efghi 8 rstuvwxyz - - - r3s3el 8,-, ---m-t 33313131313 u v f w g x h y i z 
During the cleanup phase, M’ allocates the first y, = L,/G] elements of each 
Qi to Q;. Thus, it has to update the counter y, correctly. At the very beginning 
of the simulation, y, stores a one and countdown stores a two. After the simulation 
of each M-step, M’ decreases countdown by one. When countdown is found to be 
zero, M’ increases y, by one and reinitializes countdown (:=2 .yl). This means 
that y, contains the desired value up to the next update after M-step t +2y, = 
(y1+ l)Z- 1. 
An execution of a cleanup phase guarantees that the next L$ J M-steps can be 
carried out quickly, i.e. without rotation of Q;. M’ rearranges the stored data as 
follows: 
l M’ deletes all dummies in Q;. M’ inserts everything stored in Q; except the counter 
immediately after countdown. (Now Q; keeps y, and we have hi(Q;)=Qi.) 
l Fori=l,..., k: Mark the first IQ; 1 =LJJ t e ements of Qi. To this end, M’ rotates 1 
Q; and Q; simultaneously and replaces ai by cii for each stroke - in Q; . If the rear 
of Q; is reached first, i.e. if Qi has fewer than y1 elements, M’ appends the missing 
number of marked i-dummies f i at the rear of Q;. 
l M’ moves all marked elements from Q; to Q; . Moreover, it deletes their markers. 
In simulating one M-step, M’ decreases the total number of i-elements stored in 
Q; only if there are no i-dummies. Likewise, M’ removes at most one dummy of each 
Qi. Thus, M’ performs the next ni+ di =y, M-steps without cleanup. 
To see that M’ simulates M correctly, we observe that the invariant (I) holds 
at the beginning of the simulation and is preserved by every step of the described 
algorithm. 
Since lQ’iI=O(J), t every read and write request is realized in time O(m). To 
update y, or to perform one cleanup phase, M’ uses O(t) steps. Certainly, prior to 
such a time-consuming operation, M’ simulates a($) steps without such an opera- 
tion. Amortized, this adds 0($)=0(m) delay to every M-step. This demon- 
strates the time bound and finishes the proof. 0 
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In what follows, we extend this result in two directions. 
First, the same technique also allows us to simulate the more familiar multitape and 
multistack TMs within the same time bound. Since each tape (and each queue, see [ 14, 
131) may be simulated by two stacks, it suffices to deal with the simulation of 
multistack TMs. The first queue stores some of the elements from the top of each 
simulated stack as well as some dummies. To simulate a “push” or a “pop”, M’ rotates 
its first queue. To push a, it replaces the first i-dummy by ai. To pop, it replaces the last 
nondummy ai by an i-dummy. A cleanup is performed if there is no i-dummy or no 
nondummy of PDi in the first queue. 
Second, if the simulating machine is equipped with more than two queues, e.g. k’ 
queues, it may organize its data in a more refined way in order to accelerate the 
simulation. The two-level arrangement used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is extended to 
k’ levels, thus forming a hierarchy of storages. Elements enter and leave this hierarchy 
via the first queue. From time to time the elements are reorganized by means of 
cleanup phases. A cleanup phase of level i’ exchanges elements between the two 
consecutive queues Q:, and QI, + 1. The length of the first queue as well as the ratio of 
the length of each two consecutive queues is !$. This renders possible both a rapid 
rotation of the first queue and a rapid execution of the cleanup phases. 
Let kl Q-k2 T-k3PD-TM denote a machine accessing kl queues, kz tapes and k3 
stacks. 
Theorem 3.2. Any t(n)-time-bounded k,Q-kzT-k3PD-TM M can be simulated by 
a k’Q-TM M’ which is O(t(n)$@)-time-bounded. 
Proof. Since each tape and each queue may be simulated by two stacks, we just show 
how to simulate k:=2(kl + k2)+ k3 stacks PD1, PDz, . . . . PDk of a TM M on the k’ 
queues Q;, Q$, . . ..Q., of M’. We assume that each stack stores a distinguished 
bottom element which is never popped. 
The step-by-step simulation is divided into blocks of different levels. Each block of 
level i’, i’=2, . . , k’, consists of some blocks of level i’- 1. At the beginning of an 
i/-block in M-step t, M’ allocates approximately ti’lk’ elements of each stack PDi as 
well as the same number of i-dummies to this queue (= cleanup of level i’). In the last 
queue Q;, there are no dummies. The top elements of each stack are stored in Q;, the 
lower elements are stored in Q;, Q;, . . . . So, before the simulation of each M-step, 
hi(Q;sQ;,-1 ... Q$Q\Q;)=PDi, 
i=l , . . . , k, holds (hi is the homomorphism defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1; writing 
down the contents of a stack, we start with the bottom element). 
TO perform the cleanups, each queue Q:, stores two unary counters yi, and Zi’. yi, is 
used to allocate the right number of elements and dummies to Q;, during a cleanup of 
level i’. The counters zip are used to initialize the counter countdown stored at the front 
end of Q&, which in turn is used to increment y,. At the beginning of the simulation, 
the counters yi,,zi’ and countdown store 1,2” and 2k’ -2, respectively. M’ uses 
different strokes to distinguish the counters. 
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To push the element a on stack PDi, M’ rotates Q; and replaces the first i-dummy in 
this queue by ai. To pop the top element of PDi, it rotates Q; and replaces the last 
nondummy ai by an i-dummy. The top element of PDi has been a. It may happen that 
there are no longer i-dummies or no non-dummies in the first queue. In this case M’ 
begins a new l-block, performs a cleanup of level 1 and tries the request again. During 
a cleanup of level 1, Q; and Q; interchange some elements. If there are elements 
requested by Q; but not stored on Q; or if there is not enough space (i.e. dummies) in 
Q; to store the elements received from Q; then a cleanup of level 2 is performed. In 
general, a cleanup of level i’ is performed as follows: 
0 If i’c{l, . . . . k’-2) do for i=l, . . ..k. 
Insert all elements of PDi and all i-dummies stored in Q:, before the first i-dummy in 
Q;,+I. Mark the last yis PD,-elements in Qi, + 1. (Rotate both queues and associate one 
element of PDi with each stroke of yi,, i.e. use Qi, as a buffer which stores yi, 
PD,-elements at a time. Thus, when the first i-dummy in Q:,+r is reached, the last 
yi. elements are located in Qi,.) Mark the first yi. i-dummies in Q;,+ 1. If there are not 
enough i-dummies or not enough PD,-elements in Qi) + 1 (and the bottom of the stack 
is not yet reached), perform a cleanup of level i’+ 1 first. Move all marked elements 
from QI+l to Q;, and delete their markers. 
l If i’=k’-1 then do for i=l,...,k: 
Delete all i-dummies in Q;,. Move all elements of PDi from Q;, to the rear of Q;,+ 1. 
Mark the last yi’ elements Of PDi in Qi, + 1. If there are not enough such elements, mark 
all of them. Append yi. marked i-dummies to Q$+ 1. Move all marked elements from 
Q:,+ I to Qi, and delete their markers. 
For each simulated step, M’ decrements the counter countdown by one. If count- 
down is already zero, M’ updates all its counters: Each yis gets the old value of Zi’. z1 is 
incremented by one. For i’ = 2, . . . , k’, counter Zi’ gets value Zi’_ 1 . zl. Finally, count- 
down gets value zk,-ykC- 1. 
For the next countdown steps which are to be simulated, the value of each yi, is of 
order ti’jk’: 
Claim 3.3. Before M’ simulates step t, the counter yi,y i’= 1, . . . . k’, stores O(ti”k’). 
Proof of Claim 3.3. First we show by induction on the number of updates: If there is 
an update before step t then yi. stores exactly ti’lk’, Zi’ stores exactly (tllk’ + 1)” and the 
next update will be performed right before the simulation of step zk.. 
The first update is performed before the simulation of step t =2k’, which is the 
initial value of zk.. Assume that there has been an update before the simulation of 
M-step r=zkS. Thereby, yi, gets value ri’lk’ and zip gets value (rllk’ + l)“, which 
they keep during the next i&‘-yk’ M-steps r to (rllk’+ l)k’- 1. Before M-step 
t:=(ri’k’+ l)k’ZZk’, the value of the counter countdown is already 0. Then each 
counter yiS gets the current value of Zi,, i.e. (rlik’ + l)i’ = ti’ik’, as required. z1 and the 
other counters ziC get the correct values (r ‘lk’ + 1)’ + 1 = t lik’ + 1 and zi; = ( tllk’ + l)i’, 
respectively. This finishes the proof by induction. 
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Thus, at each M-step t between two updates at z and (z 1/k’ + l)k’ < 2k’t, the counter 
yi’ stores Z i’lk’=Ltl/k’Ji’. E x p onentiation of 26 t <2k’s by if/k’ yields T~“~‘< ti’lk’< 
2i’Ti’/k’ 
, i.e. the value of yiZ differs from ti’lk’ by the constant factor 2” at most. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (conclusion). The simulation of one step (without cleanups 
and updates) takes time 0( (Q; I) = O(t ‘I”‘). A cleanup of level i’ requires time 
O(IQ;,j+IQ;,+,I)=O(t’i’+‘“k’ ). After such a cleanup, M’ simulates C2(yiz)=CJ(ti’ik’) 
steps without cleanup of level i’. Amortized, these are O(tlik’) M/-steps per 
simulated step and level. Each update requires time 0(x!,‘= 1(Zi’ + I Q:, I))= O(t). 
Since, at the end of the simulation, y, stores Lt(n)“k’] and has been incremented 
by 1 for each update, M’ performs Lt(n)“k’l- 1 updates and, thus, uses time 
O(t(n)‘+ ‘lk’) to manage the counters. Thus, the total time of the simulation is 
O(t(n)’ + l/k’). 0 
To close this section we remark that all simulations may also be performed on 
a Q-PD-TM or a (k- l)Q-PD-TM. 
4. Lower hounds 
In Section 3 we have shown upper bounds for the simulation of many storages by 
few queues. Using Kolmogorov complexity, we will now prove that these simulations 
are in fact nearly optimal for online simulations. First we investigate the effect of 
removing one queue from a multiqueue TM. We extend this lower bound to the online 
simulation of tapes and stacks by queues. 
Kolmogorov complexity, originally invented to clarify the foundations of the 
probability calculus, was introduced to computational complexity by W. Paul in 1979. 
It has turned out to be a powerful tool to derive a number of sharp or at least almost 
sharp lower bounds by providing hard instances. For a discussion of the history, the 
properties, and the applications of Kolmogorov complexity, see e.g. [16, 3, 61. 
Definition 4.1. Fix an arbitrary universal TM U. For xg{O, l)*, let 
K(x):=min{lyI ly~{O, l}* and U outputs x on input y} 
be the Kolmogorov complexity of x, i.e. the length of the shortest description of x. 
Note that the input y for U is a code for a pair ((M), z), where (M) codes a Turing 
machine and z is the input for M. Since there are at most 2”- 1 descriptions of length 
less than n but 2” strings of length n, for all IZ there exists a string xe{O, l}” such that 
K(x) 3 1x1. Such a string is said to be Kolmogorov-random. 
Theorem 4.2. For each k, there is an O(n)-time-bounded kQ-TM M such that every 
(k- l)Q-TM M’ simulating M online requires time 0(n “-{G). 
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Proof. First we describe the kQ-TM M. M accepts the language 
Lk:={X I,1 . ..Xl.f,# ... #Xi,1 . ..Xi.fi# ..’ ifxk,l ...Xk,Sk$ 
X 1,flfl ...xi,/i+l . ..xk.fr,+l$...$ 
X l,fl+j...Xi,/i+j...Xk,Sr+j $ . . . $ 
X 1,1,+rn.‘.Xi,f,+rn...~k,/r+rn $ I Xi, je{O, l} }. 
If the input is chosen from Lk, M outputs a permutation of the input as follows. 
M uses the part of the input in front of the first $ to fill its queues so that queue Qi, 
i=l , . . . k, stores Xi, I . ..qfi. Until the end of the input is reached, M reads k+ 1 
characters of the input, namely ~i,~,+j . . . xk,/k+j $ in round j. In each round, M ap- 
pends one element to each queue and deletes and outputs the first element of each 
queue. Thus, the length of the queues remains unchanged during the computation. In 
round j, M appends Xi, fz +j to queue Qi, i= 1,. ., k. Thus, Xi,j is removed from Qi in 
this round. In this Way M priIltS x1, 1 . . . xk, 1 $ . . $X,,j . . . xk, j$ . . . $Xl,m . . xk,,,$ On 
the output tape and works in linear time. If the input is not in Lk, e.g. due to # or $ at 
wrong positions, M stops early and rejects. 
Fix a (k- l)Q-TM M’ simulating M online and an n large enough. Without loss of 
generality, the queue alphabet of M’ consists of two elements. Using Kolmogorov 
complexity, we will now construct a hard instance of length O(n) for M’. Let m:= 3n, 
d:=4k+9, f:=L”-qs] and fi:=fi-lLdlogn] , i=l,...,k+l. Thus, 
fi =Ldlogn] , h=@(n) and fi+ 1 =f.fi, i.e. the length of the queues is a geometric 
progression. We choose the Xi:= xi, 1 Xi, fi+m such that x:= x1 . . . xk is Kolmogorov- 
random. Let WE& be the input constructed by means of x. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. M’ mimics the input/output behaviour of M. 
Since M reads each element of the input exactly once and retrieves it some time later, 
M’ has to store (a code for) all those elements that are stored by M. Due to the choice 
of w, at each step of the computation the inscription of the M-queues has high 
Kolmogorov complexity. We will show that M’ is not able both to store all the 
elements of the M-queues and to guarantee fast access to the M-queues. We know 
that1 Qil< 1 Qi+ 1 1 for all i. If we sort the M’-queues according to their length such that 
IQh~i,I d I Q&i+ 1)1, then there are two cases: 
(1) I QtoI <$fl Qil holds for all i (i.e. “M’ tries to guarantee fast access”). Since the 
inscription of the Ml-queues is a code for the inscription of the M-queues, and the 
total length of the M/-queues is x:1: IQ&i,l<C:~~ fflQii=$C:=zlQil, this contra- 
dicts the fact that the Qi have high Kolmogorov complexity. 
(2) There exists a minimal i such that I Q;(i)1 a+flQil. Then, by means of a similar 
argument, M’ cannot store the whole code for Qr, . . . , Qi in Q&r), . . , Qbci- i). Thus, 
during the charge of QI,...,Qi, M’ writes some information in a queue of 
length2SflQiI d an reads this information during the discharge of Q1 , . . . , Qi. SO, M’ 
has to perform sZ(fl Qil) steps between reading and retrieving the elements of the first i 
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M-queues; in contrast, M spends O(\Qi\) time on this. This will yield the lower 
bound. 
To make this argument precise, we state our observation in Claim 4.3 and show 
how to conclude the theorem from the claim. Note that in the subsequent proof of the 
claim, case (1) emerges as i:= k. 
Let tj be the step of M after writing x1, j.. , &, j$, and let ti be the corresponding step 
of M’. (Thus, the part of the input which is to be read next is x1, /1 +j+ I . . . &, fr+j+ 1 $.) 
The following claim states that, at each step t; of the simulation, there is a Qi which 
causes a slowdown of 0(f). 
Claim 4.3. vjE{fk )..., m-fk) 3iE(l,..., k}: t;+fi-tS-si~tf(tj+si-tj_/.,)=fi+1/4. 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, let Ji be the set of those indices j, 
je{f, ,..., m-fk), such that t;+S, -t; _fi 2fi + i/4. Owing to Claim 4.3, the sum of the 
1 Ji 1 is at least m - 2fk 3 n. Thus, there is an i such that 1 Ji) > n/k. Let J consist of every 
(2f;+ 1)st element of this Ji. Since M’ simulates online and the time intervals 
[t;-r,, ti+f,], jeJ, are pairwise disjoint we may add the respective time bounds. 
Hence, M’ performs at least 
n 
kqf) 
k(2fi+l) 4 
steps on the whole input. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2. q 
Proof of Claim 4.3. Fix any jE(fk, . . . , m-fk} and consider the contents of the 
queues Q;, . . ..Q._i in M’-step ti. Determine the permutation nESk_l such that 
IQh~i~,IdlQ&i~+i,I holds for all i’= l,..., k-2, i.e. sort the queues with respect to their 
length in t>. Let i be minimal such that IQ&i)\ >,flQil/2 if such an i exists and be 
k otherwise. For the sake of a contradiction, we assume that Qi is simulated in less 
than A+ 1 /4 steps. 
The rest of the proof is based on the two-dimensional representation of x, as given 
in Fig. 4. To keep notation from getting too confusing, we will describe the remainder 
of the construction by referring to Fig. 4. 
The string x is partitioned into a dark grey part consisting of Xl,j+l . . . xi,j+fl, 
...9xi,j+l ...xi,j+f, and a light grey part consisting of the other bits. Although every 
description of x is long by definition, we give a short description: We list the light grey 
part of x bit by bit. Just little additional information on the computation of M’ 
between tj_s, and t; suffices to determine the bits in the dark grey part of x: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
The numbers n, k, t>+fi -tS, i, j, and the permutation rc; 
The light grey part of the input: 
- xi’,1 . . . xi’,j and xi,,j+/,.+i . ..xi.,/,.+m, i’=l, . . ..i. 
- xi’, 1 ... xi’,/. fm, i’=i+l,...,k; 
Turing table of M’; 
State s of M’ in t$; 
Contents of Q:(l),...,Q&l, in t:; 
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i 
A two-dimensional representation of the input. The rows represent the xi. During the computation, 
M sweeps over xi. The part of x left of the first vertical line is read in the fillup phase. The part right of the 
first vertical line is read in column-major order. In the bit-by-bit description of x we replace the dark grey 
part of x (i.e. the contents of Qr, , Qi in step tj) by the contents of Q&r,, . . . . Qku_ r, in step t; and some 
additional information. 
Fig. 4. Representation of the input. 
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- Compute M’ up to ti_fi 
(between t; and L;+~~). 
- Simulate M’ on wpre. Interrupt the simulation in step L)-~,. 
- Perform a leap in time to step tj: Fill in the contents of the short queues 
Q&I), ...,Q$-1, as given in the description above, delete the first ris elements 
of the long queues Q)n(i’), i’=i, . . . . k, and put M’ in state s. 
(Remark. Within the next fi+,/4 steps, M’ is not able to distinguish this 
configuration from the true configuration in step ti.) 
- Simulate the next ti+f, - tJ <fi+ 1/4 steps on input Win. Extract the dark grey 
part of x from the output M’ produces on this input. 
- Join the light and the dark grey part of x and print x. 
To be able to distinguish the components of the description, we encode them as 
self-delimiting strings [16]. The self-delimiting encoding of a natural number 1 consists 
of 2 log l+ 2 bits: double each bit of the binary representation of 1 and append 01. For 
each string v, its self-delimiting version consists of 2 log 1 v I+ 2 + 1 v) bits: append the 
self-delimiting encoding of /VI and the string v. We get the following estimates for the 
components of the description: 
(i) 2 log n+2 bits to encode n and j, respectively, 210g n2 t2 bits to encode 
t;+/* - t) < n2 and O(1) bits to encode k, i and 7c, 
(ii) 2log4kn+2+Cf,=, (fi,+m)-Ci,=rfi,bits, 
(iii) O(1) bits, 
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bits, 
n2 + 2) bits, 
(vii) O(1) bits. 
Since x is Kolmogorov-random, each description of x has at least length 
C:, = 1 (5, + m). But the total length of the foregoing description of x is bounded by 
0(1)+(4k+8)logn+ i (fi,+m)- i A,++f’& 
i’= 1 i’= 1 i’= 1 
k 
d c (J,+m)+O(l)-logn 
i’= 1 
from above. This yields a contradiction if n is large enough. Hence, the simulation of 
Qi requires at least fi + 1/4 steps, as claimed. 0 
Now we derive lower bounds for the online simulation of tapes and stacks on 
machines with k queues. Note that we may concatenate online simulations: If there is 
a t,(n)-time-bounded online simulation of X-TMs on Y-TMs and a t,(n)-time- 
bounded online simulation of Y-TMs on Z-TMs then there is also a t2(t1(n))- 
time-bounded online simulation of X-TMs on Z-TMs. 
The first corollary is a lower bound for the online simulation of many tapes/stacks 
on k queues. 
Corollary 4.4. Every online simulation of t(n)-time-bounded 2(k + 1) T-TMs or 
2(k+ l)PD-TMs by kQ-TMs requires time Q(t(n) fl/log”k t(n)). 
Proof. Assume that there is an o(t(n) $@/log”k t(n))-time-bounded online simula- 
tion of 2(k+ l)PD-TMs on kQ-TMs. Since there is a linear-time online simulation of 
k+ 1 queues on 2(k+ 1) stacks [14, 131, this entails an o(t(n) m/log”kt(n))- 
time-bounded online simulation of (k+ l)Q-TMs on kQ-TMs and, thus, contradicts 
Theorem 4.2. q 
By making use of the simulation by Hennie and Stearns [ 123, we separate two tapes 
and three stacks from k queues. 
Corollary 4.5. Every online simulation of t(n)-time-bounded 2T-TMs or 3PD-TMs by 
kQ-TMs requires time n(t(n) m/log’+2’k t(n)). 
Proof. For the sake of a contradiction, assume that there is an 
o(t(n) m/log’+2’k t(n))-time-bounded online simulation of 2T-TMs or 3PD-TMs 
on kQ-TMs. As t(n)-time-bounded (k+ l)Q-TMs may be simulated online by 
O(t(n))-time-bounded 2(k+ l)T-TMs, and these, on the other hand, by 
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O(t(n)log t(n))-time-bounded 2T-TMs or 3PD-TMs [12], there is an online simula- 
tion of (k+ l)Q-TMs by kQ-TMs which uses time 
0 ( t(n) log t(n) gm log’+*‘k(t(n)logt(n)) 1 =o(t(n) fl/logl’k t(n)). 
This is a contradiction to Theorem 4.2. 0 
Thus, all upper bounds presented in Section 3 are sharp up to a small polylogarith- 
mic factor. 
5. Hybrid machines 
We have reported on efficient simulation of ordinary TMs by TMs with queues. 
Moreover, we have studied the effect of reducing the number of queues of a multi- 
queue TM. 
We have mainly concentrated on multitape, multiqueue and multistack Turing 
machines and have neglected simulations on hybrid models accessing a mixture of 
these storages. In what follows, we collect some results on simulations of multistorage 
TMs on the six two-storage hybrid TMs: 
- 2T-TM/T-PO-TM/r-Q-TM. Hennie and Stearns [12] showed that these models 
can simulate multistorage TMs in time O(t(n)log t(n)). According to Paul [20], online 
simulations on 2T-TMs or T-PD-TMs require time n(t(n) $/a). On T-Q-TMs 
n(t(n) VW) time is required (combined results from [20, 131). 
- %Q-TM/Q-PD-TM (this paper). The upper bound is O(t(r~)~“) (Theorem 3.2). The 
lower bound for online simulations on 2Q-TMs is n(t(n)“‘*/Jiogt(n)) (Theorem 4.2). 
For Q-PD-TMs, there is only an Q(t(n) VW) lower bound implied by [20, 131. 
- 2PD-TM. For machines without input tape or with one-way input tape, the best 
known upper bound is O(~(H)~). Dietzfelbinger’s simulation [7] employing his fast 
copying trick applies to 2PD-TMs with two-way input tape as well, thus yielding an 
0(t(n)2/log n) upper bound. Using Li’s argument [13, Corollary 31, one can show 
that the simulation of deterministic multitape TMs by 2PD-TMs with one-way 
input tape requires Q(t(n)4’3/polylog t(n)) steps. (Li considered nondeterministic 
multitape TMs.) Maass et al. [18] established an Q(t(n) log t(n)/loglog t(n)) lower 
bound for machines with two-way input tape. 
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